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EU competition policy acts as an important buttress to the Single European Market, with Article 82 EC specifically prohibiting the abuse of a dominant position in the common market or a substantial part of it. Therefore the substantial part notion acts as a boundary or subsidiarity test, determining whether the alleged abuse falls under Article 82 or member state law. This paper contends that two different and potentially competing substantial part tests have been legally sanctioned, namely the territorial test and the economic relativism approach. It further reveals that court rulings have been instrumental in determining not only how the two tests are to be applied in practice but also their respective usage pattern.

The notion of substantial part of the common market therefore acts as a boundary or subsidiarity test. That is, if the abuse occurs in an unsubstantial part of the common market then it comes under the jurisdiction of the relevant member state; but if the abuse arises in a substantial part of the common market then it falls within the remit of EU law, namely Article 82. Yet this role as a boundary test is only significant if it is a mandatory test or condition in determining whether an Article 82 breach has occurred. This paper demonstrates that it is indeed a mandatory requirement. Given this, it is important to appreciate the competing tests that have been legally sanctioned to make the substantial part assessment, including how to apply them, and their respective usage pattern. What makes this more urgent is, first, that the treatment of this subject in the literature tends towards superficiality, and second, the modernisation of Articles 81 and 82 EC means that not only can the European Commission and national courts make the substantial part determination but member state competition regulators now also have this ability.

The paper contends that two different and potentially competing substantial part tests have been legally sanctioned, namely, the territorial test and the economic relativism approach. It further reveals that court rulings have been instrumental in determining not only how the two tests are to be applied in practice but also their respective usage pattern. To be accurate, the paper makes it clear that advocate general M. Henri Mayras played a pioneering role in developing the economic relativism approach, although ultimately it was the court that shaped the test and made it the law. Moreover, by ruling that every member state territory automatically constitutes a substantial part of the common market, the court appears to have effectively consigned the economic relativism approach to assessing markets other than those that cover the entire territory of a member state. In other words, so long as the dominant position, be it single or collective, covers the entire territory of a member state, the substantial part condition is met. In turn this avoids the diplomatic concern that otherwise might arise if a member state was classified an unsubstantial part of the common market.

The paper asserts that the economic relativism approach intentionally has the necessary elasticity to assess if a market other than that covering an entire member state is a substantial part of the common market. The court in so employing it confirms this. Indeed, by employing it to determine that the port of Genoa constitutes a substantial part of the common market, the court signalled that it was legally correct to use this approach. The case of Merci convenzionali porto di Genova SpA v Siderurgica Gabrielli SpA [1991] ECR I-05889, paragraph 15.
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approach on such economic centres of activity and that such centres are likely to fall within the ambit of EU competition law. The paper explains, however, that the law is less clear as to when a sub-national territory meets the rival territorial substantial part test - although what is legally beyond doubt is that a collective dominant position covering only part of the territory of a member state can constitute a substantial part of the common market.

Legal Interpretation

The legal interpretation of the notion of substantial part of the common market effectively starts with two court cases dating from the early to mid-1970s, specifically, the 1974 Belgische Radio en Televisie v SABAM (Societe Belge des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs)\(^2\) and the subsequent European Sugar Cartel: Coöperatieve Vereniging 'suiker unie' UA and others v EC Commission,\(^3\) herein referred to as SABAM and Suiker Unie respectively. The cases decided not only whether the substantial part assessment was a separate Article 82 condition but also how the assessment was to be made in practice. In this legal decision making, M. Henri Mayras would be an influential voice.

That Mayras was able to have an influential voice on the legal interpretation of the notion of substantial part of the common market is down to the fact that he acted as the advocate general in both the SABAM and Suiker Unie cases. The SABAM case arose from a music copyright dispute before the Tribunal de Premiere Instance in Brussels. The dispute raised questions of Community law and the Tribunal asked for a preliminary ruling on these from the European Court of Justice (ECJ). In line with procedure, the court sought the Opinion of the advocate general, Mayras. The nature of two of the Tribunal’s questions, concerning possible infringement of Article 82 EC, led Mayras to expound upon the notion of substantial part of the common market. Eighteen months later, in June 1975, he found himself again commenting on the notion, but this time it was in his Suiker Unie Opinion. This came about because the appellant in the case, Raffinerie Tirlemontoise, contested the Commission’s view that the Belgo-Luxembourg sugar market was a substantial part of the common market.\(^4\) Mayras used these two Opinions to assert that the substantial part assessment was a discrete Article 82 condition, pioneer an economic relativism approach to making the assessment, and apply it in the two cases.

Mayras was unequivocal that the substantial part condition was a discrete Article 82 EC condition, discrete but nonetheless linked to the other conditions, particularly the dominance requirement. This was made clear in his SABAM Opinion, for in a section headed “Conditions for the application of Article 86 of the Treaty”\(^5\) he declared that

“The abuse prohibited by Article 86[82]\(^6\) must, firstly, be committed by
- one or more undertakings,
- occupying a dominant position,
- within the Common Market or in a substantial part of it.”\(^7\)

In his Suiker Unie Opinion, concerning these conditions, he asserted that it must be shown first that the dominant position relates to a substantial part of the common market. The court did not demur, for both the SABAM and Suiker Unie rulings treated the substantial part notion as a distinct condition. This was later affirmed by the ECJ in United Brands (1978), with the court ruling that

“The conditions for the application of Article 86[82] to an undertaking in a dominant position presuppose the clear delimitation of the substantial part of the Common Market in which it may be able to engage in abuses which hinder effective competition ….”\(^8\)

That it is a condition, therefore, means that the notion can fulfil its role as a subsidiarity test. For in having to assess all such cases as to whether or not they are a substantial part, the issue whether a case comes under EU or national law is decided. Specifically, an alleged infringement that satisfies the substantial part condition comes under Article 82 EC while one that fails the condition is the concern of member state law. Yet for this to happen in practice, a method or approach to determining the substantial part question had to be advanced and sanctioned by the court. Mayras in his SABAM Opinion pioneered such an approach, the economic relativism approach, but the subsequent court ruling in the case is viewed as sanctioning a rival approach, the territorial. This did not deter Mayras, however, for in his Suiker Unie Opinion he continued to advance the
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\(^{4}\) Ibid., Paragraphs 368-370.

\(^{5}\) Case 127/23, op. cit., p. 274.

\(^{6}\) What is now Article 82 was originally Article 86 of the Treaty of Rome.

\(^{7}\) Case 127/23, op. cit., p. 274.

economic relativism approach. In fact, the Suiker Unie ruling made it law. Thus, within the space of two years, two competing approaches to determining the substantial part question were sanctioned. They remain in force and no further approach has been made law.

The territorial approach to determining the substantial part question was legalised by the SABAM ruling. In fact, the court neither expressly rejected the economic relativism approach nor expressly sanctioned the territorial approach. Concerning the former, it was silent; concerning the latter, it simply observed that the Tribunal de Premiere Instance in Brussels found that SABAM held “a quasi-monopoly within Belgian territory and consequently occupied a dominant position in a substantial part of the Common Market.”10 In not questioning this, the court was accepting that the territory of Belgium constituted a substantial part of the common market. Moreover, if this was true of Belgium, it must also apply to similarly sized member states and larger ones. The Commission thought so too, asserting in its Article 82 London European-Sabena decision (1988) that it and the ECJ “have expressly recognised that ‘the territories of both large and medium-sized countries’ constitute a substantial part of the common market.”11 This suggests that smaller national territories did not automatically constitute a substantial part of the common market. If so, this would be a recipe for tension between such member states and those automatically deemed a substantial part. Subsequently, however, the court came to view the territory of every member state as a substantial part of the common market. This simply left the question of how this approach would make the substantial part assessment in a territory other than that of an entire member state.

That the rival economic relativism approach eventually became law owes a great deal to the continued efforts of one man, advocate general M. Henri Mayras, for not only did he pioneer the approach but persisted with it even though the SABAM ruling failed to make it law. He used his SABAM and Suiker Unie Opinions to pioneer the approach, for he was unequivocal that relative economic importance, not territory, was key to deciding the substantial part question. Thus in Suiker Unie he asserted that the substantial part question “is concerned less with the geographical size of the actual territory in which the undertaking concerned exerts its influence as with the economic importance of the market which it controls.”11 In SABAM, he went so far as to declare that the geographical extent of the market is not a determining factor when assessing the substantial part condition.12 What was crucial, however, was an assessment of the market “in relation to the whole of the Common Market, i.e. its relative economic importance.”13

Therefore, for Mayras, relative economic importance determined whether a market constituted a substantial part of the common market. Yet to be able to determine relative economic importance, that is, to assess the market in question relative to the common market as a whole, it must be clear what the market in question refers to. It could be interpreted as either the product market where the dominant position occurs or the territory within which the product market lies. In SABAM, Mayras was unequivocal that it was the latter, assessing the territory of Belgium in relation to the Community as a whole, to determine the territory’s relative economic importance.14 (This led him to conclude that the territory of Belgium was a substantial part of the common market.) However, Mayras was soon to modify his stance, for in Suiker Unie he decided that the market in question refers not just to territory but also to the product market where the dominant position occurs.15 In other words, both these two elements required assessment in order to determine the relative economic importance of a market.

Furthermore, Mayras in his Suiker Unie Opinion not only pioneered a method for assessing the relative economic importance of the product market element but also applied it to the Belgo-Luxembourg sugar market. In fact, the method for assessing relative economic importance was the one he had already used in SABAM; he simply extended its use to include the new product component. Specifically, when assessing the relative economic importance of the Belgo-Luxembourg sugar market, he gauged the production and consumption of sugar in this market relative to that of the Community as a whole.16 However, he thought the territory component more decisive than the product component when determining relative economic importance,17 hence deciding the substantial part question. He gave no reasoning for
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8 Case 127/23, op. cit., paragraph 5.
9 Joined cases 40-48/73, 50/73, 54-56/73, 111/73, 113-114/73, op. cit., p. 353.
10 Case 127/23, op. cit., p. 277.
11 Ibid., p. 277.
12 Ibid., p. 277.
13 Ibid., p. 353.
14 Ibid., p. 353.
15 Ibid., p. 353.
16 Ibid., p. 353.
this. Yet, as far as determining the law on these matters, it was not the views of Mayras, however influential, but those of the court that counted.

**The Suiker Unie Ruling**

The Suiker Unie ruling was the outcome of an appeal against the Commission’s 1973 European Sugar Decision. The ECJ noted that the Commission Decision concluded that the appellant, Raffinerie Tirlemontoise, occupied a dominant position on the Belgo-Luxembourg sugar market, which constituted a substantial part of the common market. On appeal, Raffinerie Tirlemontoise, among other things, claimed that the market in question was not a substantial part of the common market. This not only brought the issue of substantial part before the court but also an approach that was different to the SABAM territorial approach. This was because the Commission had declared the Belgo-Luxembourg sugar market, not the territory of Belgium and Luxembourg, to be a substantial part of the common market. A further layer of complexity was added by the advocate general, M. Henri Mayras, advocating a new two-component economic relativism test (see above). Of course, the court could simply have relied on the existing SABAM territorial approach, ruling that the territory in question was a substantial part because it covered two member states in their entirety. Radically, however, it decided to do otherwise, sanctioning a second approach to determining the substantial part question. Specifically, the court ruled that

“For the purpose of determining whether a specific territory is large enough to amount to ‘a substantial part of the Common Market’..., the pattern and volume of the production and consumption of the said product as well as the habits and economic opportunities of vendors and purchasers of the said product must be considered.”

This rather obscure wording, combined with how the court applied it in Suiker Unie, established both that the economic relativism substantial part approach was lawful and that the approach itself was specific to the product market where the alleged abuse of a dominant position had occurred. In other words, the court had taken on board the product market element of Mayras’s Suiker Unie test but rejected the territory component. Indeed, it had more than taken it on board, for the court articulated a two-component product market economic relativism test. That is, for a territory to be a substantial part, it must satisfy the production and consumption component as well as the habits and economic opportunities of sellers and buyers. Thus, concerning the substantial part issue in Raffinerie Tirlemontoise’s appeal, the court assessed the pattern and volume of the production and consumption of sugar in the combined territories of Belgium and Luxembourg, as well as considering the habits and economic opportunities of vendors and purchasers of the said product.

Within the same ruling, the court went on to apply this assessment in respect of another sugar market, that of Southern Germany.

The court’s production and consumption element of the economic relativism test, as well as its application to the Belgo-Luxembourg sugar market, was pure Mayras. Copying Mayras, the court assessed the production and consumption of sugar in Belgium and Luxembourg in relation to Community output and consumption of the same. On this matter, Mayras had deemed it “a very significant fact” that Belgo-Luxembourg sugar production “is relatively speaking very large... that is to say nearly 10% of all the sugar produced in the Community.” He noted that local consumption, “which far from being small,” only averaged 350,000 tons per annum during the reference period. The court effectively concurred with this assessment, after going through the same numerical exercise. It deemed the Community market shares as sufficiently large, when taken into account with the meeting of the other component of the test, “for the area covered by Belgium and Luxembourg to be considered, so far as sugar is concerned, a substantial part of the Common Market in this product.”

The other component of the court’s economic relativism test requires that the habits and economic opportunities of vendors and purchasers of the product in question must be considered. Yet the court presented no reasoning as to why this second component was required, and why it had to have a product specific focus. Thus, in Suiker Unie, the court considered the habits and economic opportunities of vendors and purchasers of sugar, but it did so only fleetingly, thereby failing to provide a detailed exemplar of how to undertake this assessment. However, even if it had done so, the factors important in making the assessment concerning sugar may have little relevance in respect of other products. There is no one set of factors that will uniformly apply to each and every assessment of this requirement. Presumably the task of selection will fall to the competition regulator handling the case, subject to judicial review.

Nor is the production and consumption element of the economic relativism test concern free. One concern
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19 Joined cases 40-48/73, 50/73, 54-56/73, 111/73, 113-114/73, op. cit., paragraph 371.
20 Ibid., p. 353.
21 Ibid., p. 353.
22 Ibid., p. 353.
23 Ibid., paragraph 375.
derives from the numerical relativism method used to assess this element of the test. More precisely, it derives from the fact that the determination of this requirement principally rests on the percentage size of the Community market share held by the territory in respect of the product in question. The concern therefore is, when does the percentage share support an unsubstantial part decision and vice versa. In Suiker Unie an 8 to 9 per cent share of Community sugar production and 6 per cent share of consumption, in conjunction with the other element of the test being satisfied, led the court to rule that the Belgo-Luxembourg sugar market was a substantial part. If this were universally true for all products and services, and it may not be, then an unsubstantial part decision is likely to require a lower percentage share of the common market. What this percentage would be, and whether it would vary according to the relative importance of the other element in a particular case, remains unsettled, although advocate general Warner in his 1978 British Petroleum Opinion declared that the view is tenable that anything under 0.5 per cent of a market is not a substantial part of it.\textsuperscript{24}

These concerns are real but they should not mask the fundamental strength of the economic relativism test. This strength was demonstrated by the court in Suiker Unie when, on the basis of relative economic importance, it deemed a sub-national sugar market (Southern Germany)\textsuperscript{25} and a sugar market covering the territory of two member states (Belgium and Luxembourg) substantial parts of the common market. In other words, the test has the capacity to assess the relative economic importance of any market irrespective of its territorial size. Hence, it has the elasticity to determine whether a particular centre of economic activity, such as an airport or financial centre, or even a seaport, is of sufficient relative economic importance to constitute a substantial part of the common market. Indeed, a later preliminary ruling would, using a version of the economic relativism approach, determine that the port of Genoa constituted a substantial part of the common market.

Usage Pattern

The Commission, post Suiker Unie ruling, appeared therefore to have a choice of two competing legally sanctioned substantial part approaches, the territorial and the economic relativism. In fact, court rulings during this period played a critical role in determining the Commission's usage pattern of these two approaches. For by determining that a member state territory is a substantial part of the common market, the court has arguably rendered the economic relativism test irrelevant to such cases. Indeed, the Court of First Instance (CFI) in its 1999 Irish Sugar ruling appears to confirm this.\textsuperscript{26} Furthermore, the Crespelle preliminary ruling of 1994 saw the ECJ for the first time apply the territorial approach to a situation of collective dominance that covered the entire territory of a Member State.\textsuperscript{27}

Yet the legal position is more complex. For in its 2002 Schneider Electric merger case ruling, the CFI did not follow its earlier Irish Sugar ruling and apply the territorial approach but instead employed the economic relativism approach to conclude that certain electrical markets corresponding to the territory of France indisputably constitute a substantial part.\textsuperscript{28} However, because a member state territory is automatically a substantial part of the common market, the choice of employing either the territorial approach or the economic relativism test to make this determination has proven to be more imaginary than real in such cases. De facto, the use of the economic relativism approach appears restricted to markets that are other than an entire member state. That it is suitable for determining the substantial part question in such markets is demonstrated by its use in the Suiker Unie (Southern Germany) and Porto di Genoa rulings. This suitability is made all the more important given the current difficulties in applying the territorial approach at the sub-national level.

Community law viewing a member state territory as a substantial part of the common market begins with the SABAM preliminary ruling. This was accepted by subsequent rulings and was put into practice by the Commission. Furthermore, the 1994 Crespelle preliminary ruling saw the reach of the territorial approach extend beyond situations of single dominance to encompass collective dominance that covered the entire territory of a member state. The ruling concerned state authorised bovine insemination centres, with each having a local monopoly with respect to the area of France it served. The ECJ pointed out that a member state granting such exclusive rights to an undertaking must ensure that the rights are not contrary to EU competition law, including Article 82.\textsuperscript{29} With regard to this Article, or at least to two of its conditions, the court ruled that, because the insemination centres constituted a contiguous series of monopolies territorially limited but together covering the

\textsuperscript{24} Case T-228/97 Irish Sugar plc v Commission of the European Communities [1999] ECR II-02969, paragraph 99.


\textsuperscript{26} Case T-310/01 Schneider Electric v Commission of the European Communities [2002] ECR II-4071, paragraphs 415-419.

\textsuperscript{27} Case C-323/9, op. cit., paragraph 16.
entire territory of a member state, the dominance and substantial part conditions were met. Thus, so long as the collective or single dominant position covers the entire territory of a member state, the substantial part requirement is fulfilled.

Nevertheless, the Suiker Unie ruling is clear that the economic relativism approach can also be used to determine if a member state market is a substantial part of the common market. Indeed, the Commission in its 1997 Irish Sugar decision applied both approaches. That it was familiar with the Suiker Unie sugar ruling was evident in its Irish sugar decision, and this may explain why it applied the economic relativism test to the Irish sugar market. In line with established case law, the Commission also applied the territorial approach. The use of elements from the two approaches in the same decision is uncommon, but not unknown. Avoiding embarrassment, the Commission decided that both approaches had been satisfied. On appeal, Irish Sugar, which held a dominant position in the stated market, saw it differently. The company, using the economic relativism approach, repeatedly insisted that the Irish sugar market was of minor importance relative to other member states’ markets, and also because it held only 1.4 per cent of the Community market. The CFI’s response was unequivocal: the geographical market in question constituted a substantial part of the common market because “it corresponds to the territory of a Member state”. Hence, in such situations, the territorial approach appears to determine the substantial part question.

Yet the legal situation is now more complex. This is because in 2002 in its Schneider Electric merger ruling, the CFI did not comply with its earlier Irish Sugar ruling and judge that the markets in question, French electrical sector markets, constitute a substantial part because they correspond to the entire territory of France. Instead, the court just relied upon the Suiker Unie economic relativism approach to conclude that the stated markets indisputably constitute a substantial part of the common market. Thus, technically, it is possible to use either the economic relativism approach or the territorial to determine the substantial part question when the market corresponds to an entire member state territory. However, this choice is more imaginary than real, for the legal fact that a member state automatically constitutes a substantial part renders it unnecessary to apply the economic relativism in these cases.

Each and every member state of the European Union is therefore a substantial part of the common market, even Luxembourg and Malta. Some members of the Commission’s competition directorate see a positive resulting from this legal fact, namely, the prevention of the diplomacy concern. The concern refers to the likely negative political and diplomatic fallout of labeling a specific member state an unsubstantial part of the common market, for the member state in question may find it unacceptable to be the unsubstantial part in a sea of substantial parts of the common market. This is because the substantial/unsubstantial part of the common market decision can act as a ranking mechanism, with unsubstantial carrying the stigma of inferior rank or status. The very words themselves are suggestive of this, seeming to affirm that some member states are ‘less equal’ than other member states, indeed, that an unsubstantial member state is somehow less than a sub-national territory that has been labelled a substantial part. This diplomatic concern is no longer an issue.

The remaining outstanding issue in respect of the usage pattern of the two substantial part approaches relates to a territory other than that of an entire member state. Here again the court would play a key role. The ECJ’s decision to use the economic relativism approach was an act of pragmatism on its part, recognition that this approach intentionally has the necessary elasticity to determine the substantial part question in such markets. This cannot be said of the territorial approach. It was in Suiker Unie that the ECJ first applied the economic relativism approach to a sub-national market, determining that the sugar market of Southern Germany was a substantial part of the common market. Then silence, a silence that lasted for seventeen years, for it was not until December 1991 that the court again applied a version of the economic relativism test in a ruling, namely, the case of the Porto di Genova.

The Porto di Genova and Crespelle preliminary rulings are similar in that they concern the applicability of Community competition rules to a state authorised monopoly enjoying exclusive rights; in Porto di Genova, the monopoly related to the organisation and performance of dock work regarding ordinary freight. In considering the applicability of Article 82 EC to the case, the court for the first time assessed whether a port like Genoa constituted a substantial part of the common market. The result was a landmark ruling. For in declaring the
port a substantial part of the common market, the court signalled that this must be true of similar centres of economic activity and that they therefore fell within the remit of Article 82, not member state law. Moreover, in using the economic relativism approach, the court not only demonstrated that the test was capable of making the determination, but also revealed that it was legally correct to apply it in such cases. This was not lost on the Commission, who duly put it into practice.

How the territorial approach would make the substantial part determination in the case of a major port or similar centre of economic activity remains unclear, although that is not to discount its possible use in the future. Therefore, the economic relativism approach currently ensures that Article 82 EC catches such an important centre of economic activity. Yet there have been legal developments that make the territorial approach of relevance in collective dominance cases at the sub-national level. We have already seen that the court in Crespelle declared that the substantial part test was satisfied when a collective dominant position covered the entire territory of France. However, this was not the first time the court had dealt with the issue of collective dominance in a case involving French territory. The issue had arisen in its 1988 Bodson preliminary ruling because a number of local communes had awarded their individual monopoly on providing external funeral services to a single group of private undertakings whose market strategy was controlled by their parent company.

As not all communes handed over their external funeral services monopoly to the private group, the collective dominant position did not cover the entire territory of France, and this raised the question as to whether the territorial test had been satisfied. Yet the Bodson ruling was unequivocal that Article 82 EC applied to a situation of collective dominance covering a certain part of a national territory. This supports a conclusion that, in such a case, a certain part of a member state territory is a substantial part of the common market, although the ruling does not explicitly say this. The required legal clarification had to wait until the 1994 Almelo preliminary ruling. The judgment, which concerns the structure and relationships pertaining to electricity distribution in Holland, particularly clauses restricting its importation, saw the ECJ rule that a collective dominant position “covering only part of the territory of a Member State” is held in a substantial part of the common market.

However, the ruling did not determine whether the Dutch territory in question is a substantial part of the common market. In fact, in respect of the territorial approach, in such situations of collective dominance, there is no agreed legal position as to when a sub-national territory is or is not a substantial part. A legal vacuum exists. This uncertainty in determining the substantial question must directly translate into uncertainty as to whether the case comes under Article 82 EC or member state law. It must also make life very difficult, if not impossible, for a regulator trying to make the substantial part decision in such a case. Clearly, the court must address this matter and provide clarity where currently uncertainty prevails.

The court also needs to address a related matter. We have seen the ECJ judge that, in situations of collective dominance within a sub-national territory, it is legally correct to employ the territorial approach to determine if the said territory is a substantial part of the common market. To date, however, the court has not expressly ruled that the same holds true when the dominance is not collective but single. On the ground of consistency alone, the court, at its next opportunity, should so rule. If it does, then, irrespective of whether the dominant position is either collective or single, a sub-national territory covering a certain part of a member state is a substantial part of the common market under the territorial approach. We have already demonstrated that this is the law in respect of a member state territory.

Conclusion

The United Brands ruling is unequivocal that, for a breach of Article 82 EC, the alleged infringement must occur within the common market or a substantial part of it. It is a mandatory requirement. Thus, failure to meet the condition means that the market or territory in question constitutes an unsubstantial part of the common market, and the competition matter becomes the concern of the relevant member state. The substantial part requirement therefore acts as a boundary or subsidiarity test, determining whether the matter comes under EU or member state law. For this to happen in practice, however, agreement was required on both the nature of the substantial part test and how it should be applied in a case. Here advocate general M. Henri Mayras made several pioneering contributions, and the Commission also had a voice, but, ultimately, the court decided the law on these matters. Indeed, legal rulings not only
sanctioned two substantial part approaches, the territorial and the economic relativism, but further determined both how to put them into practice and their respective usage pattern. The court, however, has yet to explain why two approaches, instead of just one, have been made law.

It was the SABAM and Suiker Unie rulings that respectively made the territorial and economic relativism approaches EU law. Indeed, the SABAM ruling started the classification that ultimately led the law to view each member state, irrespective of territorial size or any other factor, as constituting a substantial part of the common market. That is, concerning an alleged Article 82 EC infringement, when a single or collective dominant position covers an entire member state territory, the territory constitutes a substantial part of common market. Yet the 2002 Schneider Electric ruling demonstrates that the economic relativism approach can still be used to determine the substantial part question in a market that covers an entire member state. However, the choice of employing either the territorial approach or the economic relativism test is more imaginary than real, for as a member state is automatically a substantial part of the common market, there is absolutely no point in applying the economic relativism approach in such cases. This effectively limits the relativism approach to assessing the substantial part question in markets other than those covering an entire member state.

That a member state automatically constitutes a substantial part provides the Commission, national courts and member state competition regulators with considerable legal certainty, for they now know that in such an Article 82 EC infringement, where the market covers a member state, the substantial part condition is legally met. Because this is the established law, moreover, the regulator is unlikely to see its substantial part determination challenged before a court. Furthermore, because a member state is automatically a substantial part of the common market, the regulator does not have to expend time and resources on making the substantial part determination. The very opposite is true concerning the application of the economic relativism test. It is not automatic, requiring the regulator to make an assessment and then reach a decision, which of course is open to redetermination. The very opposite is true concerning the sub-national level, the use of the territorial approach and the economic relativism approach are problematic, albeit for different reasons. The difficulty with the territorial approach is that the law is opaque on a key matter and not fully articulated on another. It requires further articulation on the linked issue of dominance and a substantial part. The court has already ruled that a collective dominant position covering only a part of the territory of a member state is held in a substantial part. However, it has yet to rule that the same holds when the dominance is not collective but single. The key matter where the law is opaque is that it is not clear as to when a sub-national territory is (or is not) a substantial part of the common market, which makes it difficult to determine if the case comes under EU or member state jurisdiction. Again, the law requires further articulation and clarification to resolve this matter.

The difficulty with the economic relativism test stems not from the absence of law but from the fact that the test used in the Porto di Genova ruling does not fully reflect that of the earlier Suiker Unie judgment. Two important differences are apparent. First, the Suiker Unie requirement to assess the habits and economic opportunities of vendors and purchasers of the product in question is absent from the Porto di Genova test, making the latter less demanding to apply. The second difference relates to what the economic relativism is gauged in relation to. In Suiker Unie, the Belgo-Luxembourg sugar market was gauged in terms of the Community output and consumption of the same, whereas Porto di Genova’s importance was not assessed in relation to the Community but the member state it served, Italy. Currently, it appears that a regulator has discretion as to which version of the relativism test to employ in a case. Indeed, the Commission has not only used its own variant of the Porto di Genova test in a port case but has also used a test that incorporates elements from both the Suiker Unie and Porto di Genova versions.

The likely outcome of legally assessing economic relativism in relation to a member state (or some other sub-community level), instead of in terms of the common market as a whole, is an extension of the reach of Article 82 EC, and hence EU jurisdiction. For example, a local port may be of little economic importance when viewed in relation to the common market, yet it may be of considerable significance to the member state it serves. If so, then, under the law as it currently stands, the port could constitute a substantial part of the common market. What was once undoubtedly national, if not local, has become Europeanised, at least in relation to competition policy.